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Now That I-Can Have It, I Don't Want It:

The EffectJ of Opportu4tron Aspirations

The first step in fighting segregation'is,usually the integration of
=

a few members of a...disadvantaged group into a more advantaged gr.*p
At this stage the integration is partial and some individuals are left

behind in the. disadvantaged group. 31:1 ;bur research we have address

the question, of how those who are left-behind react to the fact of partial
.

integration.

Previous research on this question has produced two contradictory

p

patterns of findings. One group of researchers has found that advarces,

c-such as partial integration, increase discontent witil the status quo

and ise aspirations.. Another group of researchers has found the

oppOsite effect- increased satisfaction with the status'quo and lowered

..
. aspitations.f TheiiteraturesUpporting each of 'these pOints of view

.

is
/ ..<

discussed below.

T4 first, rising aspirations, point of view 1: oftvlsupported:
-.

with hisiOrical.Ilta. For example, one represent: ____storian con-

cludesthai "succ,_.;sful -_-evolution is the work

nor of the well-7a7tisfii._. but of those whOs-

proving..."

of this poi:

expectations

research in

those w-ho

. 16). More ps

Daviei, (Y"

is .point _ew

1:o feel most

, rather than

Stouffer e

d-tttute



the research on racial segregation and inequality is also supportive

".'of the rising.aspirations point of view. Crosby s:(1976, p. 86) review

of this literature concludes.that, as blacks moved up the economic and

social.scales, they became less satisfied, more militant, more alienated-
,

from the political, system,, and:more likely to participate in riot and
1
.e,

protest activity: . Macro-level st14dies ofYracial violence have produced, .

similar results, in thaticities' where racial riots occurred had smaller. .

occupational discrepancies between blacks and whites than control cities
t

(Lieberman & Silverman; 197d)
.

s-evidence i suppOrt of the rising aspirations point of view

has disturbing impl cati#S for those who.advocate partial Integration,

because they believe i will alleviate discontent. Paradoxically, the
.

f, '

rising aspirationsiperspective implies that partiOintegration will

iexacerhate the dico it was intended to alleviate.
'

There is cohsi erable research evidence which supports the alternate

point of Vie, that 4iscontent among the disadvantaged is greatest when the
1 ' / -

economicinequality betweenthe advantagedand the disadvantaged r: gins
,

'

large. For ekaMple; people dissatisfied with the amounts' of economi it
.

.equality-between their group and.a more advantaged group such as be:met-7.
'

1

blacks and white's or between blue-collar and white-ccllar occupttitmL, ,.ere,

more like y to vote for-political ca Aidates who s Drted chan::± annenan

,& Pettigreif,/ 1972).. Similar_res s were found in ::__- experiment.: study,
,., / /- ,

heldh
, _

'where bluercollar.pay levels were eld constant whil tl-_the magni,:_, of pay

inequality between biue-d011ar workers and management was manipuLE__-,A G4artin,
/ ., 7. ,,

in prrs). BlUe-collar workers were more discontent :nth their pai, when the

inequality between the two groups was large, rathliT,st,than small. Partial
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integration is a decrease An'inequality. -9These results suggest :that,

for those disadvantaged people/who oppose segregation, partial integra-

tion should bring a decrease in discontent.

This sedond point' of, View, like the first, has paradoxical impli-

. cations for the.'advocaWof integration. If partial integration decreases

the 'discontent of the di*advantaged who oppose segregation, it should

also make them more'-satisfied with their own status quo. ,ThuS, paradox-
-

ically :partial May lOvier the aspiiations :of those who
.

Temdin disadvantaged, making them

These two bodiespqf research,
. i

eksAiegirous of upward mobility.

therefore, make contradictory pre-
! .

dictions concerning the effects of partial integration on people who
a

remain in a dispAyantaged group. AccordAng to the first point of vie:,
,

.

discontent should be' im=eased and aspirations raised. Accord

__the second, discontern be decreased and ,aspirations lowerec.

among those who oppos sezregation."

/ We tesfed thes hypotheses using a 2 x 2 factor-ial

The twc _mdependent :a=iiables weze the level of occupational E x --7re-
.

gation ,totaLly :r partially integrated) and sex-r: e c -1 -

.ogy (traditienal ) . Female secretarial subjects were

randomly as=_Igned c.o i level. Sex-role ideology, as meare.

' by the."vi.7.1.-L . in Business" scale: (Spence, H'Am-'

Stapp, 1, ,2.s use.. :Lc :king variable, splitting subj?.c-:.

traditicmal 7 7 2emir egoriev. Dependent variables include:

I.measures of is pf aspiration levels.

7
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The subjects were.68 female secretarial volunteers from a

large insurance company. After responiling to an attitude questionnaire

which contained, among ,other items,. the sex-role ideology scale, the

secretaries watched a slide-and-tape presentation. The presentation

described two jobs at A fictitious oil company, "Cal. 0f1," an executive

job and a secretarial positiOn. In the slides which p trayed

occupants of these jobs', the sex ratio of the executives was manipllated.

In the segregated condition all the executives were male, whil.,e in the

partially integrated condition, one of the three executives portrayed was

' a female. (All slides of the secretaries were female.) Afte-

..slidepiesentatitint subject's were given information abdut tl

--f-7arips and executives at Cal. OM They then
o

whidklontained the dependent measures of c: '11-1

z-egratarial pay levels and measures of aspirations,

Ear romotion out of the_secretarial ranks at Cal.

Results

data were.analfted using 2'x 2 analysesof variant Zor eac. of

dep lent variables. Support for the first,irising aspirations,

--lothest.:-., would cause a significant main effect for level of segre-

ith the partially integrated condition causing. greater

increaSeddes,ire for promotions. Support for the second,

Frei aspirations, hypothesis, Should produce the reverse;:with,

section of this effect due,primarily to stronger discontent And

for promotions : in the totally seg egated condition among
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-those who are ideologically opposed to sex segregation- -the feminists.

This specification of the lowered aspirations hypothesis was tested,

Or each dependent Variable, using a planned contrast, rith a weight of

-3 for the femihists in the totally segregifed condition and +2 for

the other three groups.

-Manipulation Checks

At the concluskonof the study, th -:ere

estimate the demographic characterise

executives and secretaries at' Cal. Lespons.
y.

7-!fulation nf. the. sex ratio Of tie .exec=ivel

i1,7q:gh.none of .the subjects expressed susPict.= this

'116 ..Dpic of the study. In the Segregate.; conditic., secretar:

1Laed that 99..7 percent of the executives were as oppose t:

_ percent.in.the pariiallrintegrated condition

scontent

Five different types of'pay discontent were-meas=d. For each,

discontent Was strong' in the totally segregated condition than in the

partially integrated condition, as can be seen in Tab'. However,

the main effect for level of segregation was signifan: nly for dis-

satisfaction with comparisons.toother secretarial pay e els. For'

each measure, the difference between these.two conditions as due to

the stronger discontent of the feminists in the to7:ally sego egated

cpndition--discontent Which,was not present in the Partiall integrated

condition. 4The -planned contrast of the feminists. n the tot lly segre-

gated, condition vs. the other three groups was significant fo 'measures
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of feeling pay level's to be,less than deserved, and the measures of

dissatisfaction with comparisons to both. .other Fecretarial an3. to

the executive The two measurres theperceiven injustice'

of pay showed simi' nonsignificmt ,-:ends.. Overall, these':

results` support hypothesis, inac....ing that partizl<inte-
-

.gration alleviated the ..,72-ang-discontem experienced by femindsts in

the totally sex -s. -.7egatec. context.

Aspirations
?

Two types -:"Drmatian,:concernin j.rations, were cmlfZited,

The ecretarial su, nets were asked to em-4:1-7te both the likelihsod

and the.desiral y of promotions out CE secretarial =arks at

cal. Oil. 'The. vista are presented in 1.: AS one would expect,

both feminists =1:: traditionals agreed -that such promotions were sig--

nificantly mare likely in the partially integrated-condition. This_.
0

main,.effect_was significant for estimates of the'likelihood of pro-

motion for secretaries in general a or the subjects personally..

Although promotion's were more in the partially integrated:

\,
condition, they were seen as less desirabl,e than in the totilly segre-

gated condition: This main effect was significant for both the

, .
-

desirabilityof promotions into managerial PaSi4Ohs_and into un-
,

. .

,,. :i..,: i
Th pjanned. contrasts. for both .

specified "non - secretarial" positions.

of,these measures of the desirability of promotions were significant,

indicating that these. main, effects wereprimarily due to the changes:in

the opinions of feminists. Ohly feminists in the totally segregated

condition expressed a strong desire for promotion--these aspirations.were
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thus-supporting the second

, 5
\,,r Th 'results of this study indicate that partial 'integration of the

.
.

,

'1.1*..

executive, ranks increased secretaries' satisfaction with their pay and
.,'

.

made prometions out of the seC?etarial.ranks less desirable. This

effect was due primarily to changes in the opinions of feminists, whop'
4

were more strongly discontent with. their pay and more desirous of

promotions in the totally segregated condition. Partial integration,,,

as predicted by the second, lowered aspirations, hypothesis, had the

patadoxical effect of increasing feminist secretaries' satisfaction
,

.
with the status gto and decreasing their aspirations for 'upward .

4- .-

mobility. Thus, the results of this study4concur with the results of
0 ) '

other recent'research (e.g" Miller, Boyce, and Hlligan, 1978) in
4 .1- A

questioning the validity of the rising expeCtationsexplanation of
14

.

discontent among the disadvantaged. , f

'

These results are discouraging to those who advocatetpartial
..

, y, -
, Is

integration as a first step toward' equality. .center's (1976) reearp
\

.
.\

W

indicated that token or partial integration has negative effects on

the few women who join previously all-male, .advantaged groups. This

study suggests that 'partial int gration may also have unanticipated
.-,

. .
,

and, possibly, deleterious effec s on the women who,semain in the dis-

advantaged position, depressing their ispirations.for now-possible
1'

.

advancement, almost as ,if these women are saying, in accord with

reaetance theors, "NoW;that I can have iV,! I do n't want it."
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There are at least three explanations for this phenomenon. First,
, .

,,-

women may seriously. Assess the negative consequences of upward

.mobility, such as increased responsibility.or longer hours, only whdn

such mobility becomes arpoS4Sibility. Second,'woMen's aspirations.

mabe lowered by partial integration because the secretarieS, may
8

2' s' 4.

experience a sense of7-vicarious achievement through the presence of

,female executives:- Finally, and most pessimistically, there is
f-

m.evidence tat occupations beco e less prestigious when women are

adinitted, t4s suggesting that theNpresence of female executives

lowers the desirabAity of an execut,rpositiori. In our future research

we will attempt to discoyer-ChT.ch of these alternatives best explains

why partial integration should have the paradoxical effect of in-
'
-

creasing contentment with the status quo and lowering aspirations.

In addition, we will explore whether these effects of' occupational sex

segregation may be generalized to other types of segregation, in

particular, racial inequality.

1
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Mean level' of Discontent as a Function,of

Degree of Segregation and. Ideology

4

Measure of Disconte w th Pa
1)\

F test t test

D ree Se re ation for for

Totally Segregated Partially Integrated Degree of Planned,

t.-

Feminist7Traditiolial , Segregation Cont

Gess lan deserved

'In oomparison'td/Other secretaries

Dissati actilln\

Perceived injustice

In comparison to executives

Dissatisfattion

Perceived injustice

2,89' 1.79 2.76; 2.95

3.61 1! '3.00 4;19
/

4.76

.t

1.502.89

aSmaller numbers indicate pay iS less than deserved, more dissatisfying, and perceived as more unjust.

2.82

3.11. 2'.36 3.69

4

1.67"

'4.79

3.16

5.20(1,63) ''';p<.06.

nisi, s

L'

* * *

3.16 nisi n.5.
z
0

Neightslor the planned ontrast were for feminists in the totally segregated condition and +1 for

the other three groups.

p. <.05

rt

H r .

0

rt



Table 2

Mean Aspir tionieevel as a Function of

Degree.of Segregation and Ideology-

J

Degree of Segregation -

F test(df)
b

t test

) .

for. for

igAsure of Level of Aspirations:

Totally Segregated - Pitiallt Integrated Degree,,of

4gregationrVaditiOnal Feminist,'. fraditional 'Feminist

Lhelihood oLPromotioa

`Secretaries gelterat
,

You personally

DeSiNabilitykf prgmotion

a.
4,4

To non-setietarial job

To managerlal job

2.33

7.56

5.83

2.31 4.58

2.36- 3.94

8.79 6.53,:

5.18 ,f

"si4.44

4.89

7:42.

6.16

18,98(1,62)***

;13.92(1,64)***

5.58(1,63)*

4.71(1)*

.
.

Smaller numbers indicate'that promotions are less likely and lesT desi?able,
,*

.
. ; z

.
. o

bDifferences in degrees of free Om are due to subjects not AeSpo ng to an item.
,.

cWeights dc..the planned Contrast ere -3 for feminist's in the to ally segregated,, onditibn and, +1..ifor

the other three 'group's.
tv

Planned'

Contrast
c

n.S.

n.s.

14

<.05

*** 24. 001
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